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ABSTRACT

Background and purpose: An excellent process of hospital quality management system produces useful data for the management in the future decision-making. The problem obtained from the quality management system of X hospital was that the data collectors do not understand the procedure of data collection, thus the data became less complete and less accurate. Routine Data Quality Assessment (RDQA) instrument is recommended to measure the data quality. This study aims to analyze the data quality in the quality management system of X Hospital work unit in Semarang.

Methods: Quantitative method was applied in this study using cross-sectional approach. RDQA instrument was used as a model of quality assessment of routine data that can be implemented to evaluate the quality of the collected data. Purposive sampling was used in the selection of informants. This study involved 22 quality managers at level I (the wards) as the informants who conducted the data collection, three quality managers at level II as data collectors, and one quality manager at level III as a data center. The data were analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. The work units assessed in this study include the outpatient, inpatient and critical units.

Result: RDQA instrument was adapted by adjusting the substance of RDQA with the standards of hospital accreditation in Indonesia. The development of indicator 2 focused on the understanding of data collection, while indicator 3 focused on the supervision of data collection, and indicator 5 focused on the staff understanding on the recommendation of quality achievement results. The application of RDQA articulated that the quality control system did not optimally run, including the lack of understanding of the data collection procedure, non-optimal supervision of quality management, not all quality manager conduct data verification properly, not all staff understand the recommendations of the quality achievement results. The highest percentage of the data quality was 93% and the lowest was 72%. In general, the system assessment was 1.5-2.5 which indicated that the data were partially complete/available/operated.

Conclusion: RDQA resulted that the data quality control on the hospital quality management system has not yet to be conducted optimally.
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INTRODUCTION

Changes on the health care management encourage hospitals to prepare advancement measures in order to improve the quality and ensure patient safety.¹ Quality program is developed in a planned, targeted, intensive, effective and efficient way to bring an impact on the improvement of all aspects of the health services. A study conducted by Braithwaite et al. (2020) showed that all hospital managers developed systems as the strategy for performance monitoring, incidents recording and reporting. The study found that the developed system did not show any indication of better success in the provision of health services.² The success of hospital quality management in Indonesia is manifested by the success of the hospital accreditation implementation. However, most hospitals require great effort in the preparation process, and it shows that the quality activities have yet to be the culture of the day to day work. X Hospital in Semarang is a vertical referral hospital that provides complex sub-specialist services. X Hospital establishes a system of quality management as the monitoring and evaluation measures in the implementation of health services.

The measures of quality improvement are managed using a quality management system. The developed system produces data as an information for the management in evaluating the program. Accurate data are valuable information and affect the accuracy in decision-making. Quality management system is developed with 3 (three) levels of quality manager. Each level has continuous role in the quality improvement. The first level plays a role as the first key of success in data collection to obtain accurate data. The second level is the installation or the work unit as the second key of
success, with a job of collecting data from the first level and conducting data verification. The third level is Planning and Evaluation (PE) Department as a data center. Management evaluates the services directly with management round. Chief of management directly observes the implementation of the quality management system and it was found to be not in accordance with the information or data of the reported achievements results. The results of the evaluation of quality management showed that there were errors in recording, errors in transcription, errors in sampling, errors in inputting the data and incomplete data report. Improvement measures were prepared by the Committee of Quality and Patient Safety by organizing workshop in June 2019 for 755 data collector officers in X Hospital. Participants brought their own guidelines of data collection that become their responsibility. Comprehensive, identifying the understanding of the staffs in collecting the data. The results of the workshop showed that 2.9% of 755 participants understand the procedure of data collection properly. It became the foundation for the management to improve the quality management system by optimizing the tiered supervision for the quality manager.

Management ensures the accuracy of data quality using the data validation. However, data validation could only detect the accuracy of the achievement results, and was not used to assess the quality management system. Assessment of the data quality can be conducted using Routine Data Quality Assessment (RDQA) instrument. Previous studies on the data quality recommended RDQA to be used as an assessment instrument. RDQA is an instrument of data quality assessment developed by UNICEF. RDQA is used by the World Health Organization (WHO) for monitoring the quality of data on tuberculosis (TB) in the national program “Stop TB”. RDQA instrument can be used to assess the accuracy of the data and assess the quality management system. RDQA instruments can also identify the weaknesses in the quality management. RDQA is also equipped with a table of assessment review that can be automatically interpreted according to the category of assessment. Therefore, the researchers were interested in conducting a study using RDQA instrument in X hospital. This study aims to analyze the data quality in the unit of quality management system of X Hospital in Semarang.

METHODS

This study was conducted in X Hospital in Semarang. It is worth noting that X Hospital holds a role as the national referral hospital. It has 1,039 bed capacity with 4,654 staffs. Currently, X Hospital has 4 featured services, including the integrated cardiac services, integrated oncology, organs transplant, and minimally invasive surgery service. The average number of inpatients is 800 patients per day, and outpatient visits is 1,500 people per day.

Informants from three levels of quality management system in X Hospital were involved in this study. The first level consists of 22 people (16 persons in charge (PIC) of the data and six head of divisions). For the 16 people who select the data (PIC of the data), three of them were selected from critical unit, another six from inpatient unit and six others from outpatient unit. In addition to the PIC of the quality data, there were six head of divisions with an important role as the quality manager in the first level. The head of division consisted of two head of divisions of critical unit (the ICU ward and the HCU ward), where the head of the ICU ward became the PIC of the data at the same time; two head of divisions of inpatient unit, Ward A and Ward B; and two heads of divisions of outpatient unit, Merpati Ward at ground floor and Merpati Ward at first floor. The head of divisions were responsible to conduct monitoring and evaluation of the data collection carried out by the PIC of the quality data.

The second level quality manager comprised of three PIC of work unit quality. One of them was responsible for the quality of intensive care unit, another one was responsible for the quality of inpatient unit, and the last one was responsible for the quality of outpatient unit. The second level quality manager held a responsibility as the collector of medium data. Quality data delivered by the head of divisions on the first level were collected, recorded, verified and analyzed before being recommended.

The third level quality manager consisted of one head of sub-division of the evaluation in the data center division. The quality manager in the third level held responsibilities to collect the central data derived from the second level, and to verify the collected data. Purposive sampling was used to select samples of the present study.

Quantitative research method using cross-sectional approach was applied in this study. RDQA instrument was used, which is a model of quality assessment of routine data that can be implemented to evaluate the quality of the collected data. RDQA instrument consists of data verification and system evaluation. First, the data verification is applied to confirm the accuracy of data that includes review of the document, report of the calculation results and validation of the report results with the data source. The second assessment system is collecting evidence.
to obtain the characteristics of staffs in carrying out the duties which consists of five indicators: (1) structure, functions and capabilities of monitoring and evaluation (M&E): ensure the quality managers understand their duties, (2) guidelines of data collection and reporting: examine the availability of guidelines, (3) collection of reporting data and tools: ensure the standard of the applied format, (4) data management processes: ensure the availability of monitoring of the data quality, (5) dissemination of the report results: ensure a further management of the quality achievements results.

RDQA instrument is equipped with a table of assessment review of the data management and reporting system. Assessment score will be automatically filled in the table and the color changes according to the category. Score of <1.5 is the red category which represents the data that are not complete or not available or not operated. Score of 1.5 – 2.5 is the yellow category which implies that the data are partially (complete/available/operated). Score of 2.5 - 3.0 is the green category which indicates that the data are complete/available/operated. The final result automatically presents the means of assessment.

The indicators assessed in this study are indicator 2, 3 and 5. The details of those indicators are described as follows; indicator 2 is the guidelines in selecting the data and reporting: identify the staff’s understanding on the data collection; indicator 3 is the collection of reporting data and tools: identify the activities of quality managers in conducting supervision; and indicator 5 is dissemination of the report results: identify the activities of returning information on the quality achievement results to the staffs. The first RDQA component is in accordance with the quality improvement programs of the hospital. The development formulated on the indicator 2 (guidelines in collecting the data and reporting) emphasized on the understanding of data collection based on the indicator profile as a guide of data collection on the quality management system of X Hospital to improve the reporting quality. The development was made on the following question items: (1) Is there a profile of quality indicator, (2) Do the officers understand the profile of quality indicator, (3) How are the flow of reporting, to whom the reports should be sent, and (4) When is the report submitted.

Development on indicator 3 (collection of reporting data and tool) emphasized in assisting the quality manager of those in the lower level during the data collection, which aimed to improve the reporting quality. Development was implemented on the following question items: (1) data collection was in accordance with the profile of indicators, (2) data collection on the source documents had been quite accurate to measure the indicators, (3) standard reporting instruments/forms were used consistently, (4) relevant source documents and reporting forms, and conduct a supervision.

The development of indicator 5 (dissemination of the results of the report) emphasized on the efforts of the quality manager in providing information on the results of achievement to those in the lower level as a measure for the further improvement. The development was applied on the following question items: (1) dissemination schedule, (2) materials of dissemination are relevant at each level, (3) there is an invitation of attendance notes, (4) the officers understand the follow-up plan of dissemination results.

In this study, RDQA instrument was adapted to adjust the substance of RDQA with the standards of hospital accreditation in Indonesia. RDQA instrument was developed based on the hospital accreditation standards. The researchers along with the chairman of the committee on the quality, the quality team, and the accreditation team conducted a brainstorming. This development also involved the assessment team that helped the researchers in collecting research data, thus possessed a good understanding of the RDQA instrument. The result of the RDQA instrument development was used to assess the quality of the quality management system based on the hospital accreditation standards, on the standards of quality improvement and patient safety (Peningkatan Mutu dan Keselamatan Pasien (PMKP)).

PMKP 2.1, PMKP 3, PMKP 4 and PMKP 8 standards mention that in managing the quality data, the hospital needs a support from the information technology which includes the collection, report, analysis, validation and publication of the data for hospital’s internal and external parties. Quality training needs to be provided for the quality manager to ensure the understanding in data collection. PMKP 7, PMKP 7.1 and PMKP 11 mention that in managing the data, a supervision, analysis and management need to be conducted using data management system which includes the collection, report, analysis, feedback and publication.

In addition, structured interview was applied as the data collection method in this study toward the quality manager of the quality management system as the subjects of the study. A list of questions adopted from the developed interview guide of RDQA instrument was used by the researchers. The interview guide contained 32 questions at level 1 and level 2, and 33 questions at level 3.

Quantitative method was used for the analysis technique in the present study. Quantitative
method is presented in a form of spider chart and bar graph, and the graph shows the output of RDQA application. Spider chart presents the qualitative data of the conclusion of the assessment system. The higher the achievement score, the higher the performance of the system. Low achievement is used for a priority of improvement area. Bar graph depicts the quantitative data containing the conclusion of the data verification. The higher the bar, the higher the accuracy of the data. This achievement is used to plan the improvement of the data quality.

RESULTS

The assessment of data quality using the data of quality achievement was conducted in November 2019. The data were obtained from the measurement results of the indicator on the monitoring of accuracy in the completion of informed consent forms, indicator on the monitoring of accuracy in the supervision of doctor in charge (Dokter Penanggung Jawab Pasien (DPJP)) to the students of Specialist Doctor Education Program (Program Pendidikan Dokter Spesialis (PPDS)), and indicator on the monitoring of accuracy in the maintenance and calibration of medical equipment. There were no constraints in the application of the instrument because the instrument had been developed according to the quality program requirements in the hospital.

Quantitative Approach

Figure 1 and 2 show the highest achievement of the data is in the first indicator, the compliance in completing the informed consent forms (83%). The lowest achievement of the data is in the third indicator, maintenance of medical equipment calibration (72%). The three data obtained have yet to reach 100%. It showed that the data accuracy was not optimal. The data with the lowest results were used to improve data management. From the obtained results, several were found to be different from the guidelines of data collection. It happened because the manager perceived that managing the data manually was difficult, thus resulting in the duplicate data.

Data Management Quality

The result of the data management assessment and the assessment system is presented in a form of table of the data management assessment and the assessment system review.

On the system assessment, around 60% were included in the green category and 40% others in the yellow category. The average assessment of the overall level of quality management system on the indicator 4, the process of data management, was in the yellow category with the mean of 1.93. On the indicator 5, the dissemination of report results, a mean of 2.34 was obtained that made it included in the yellow category, and the second level (outpatient unit) indicated that the lowest quality was in the score of 1.25, and included in the red category. The overall assessment of the system was in the yellow category with a score of 1.5-2.5 which indicated that the data were partially complete/available/operated.

DISCUSSION

On the development of RDQA instrument in indicator 2 (guidelines in selecting the data and reporting), this study found that the understanding on the data collection based on the guidelines of data collection is crucial. It aims to make the data on the achievement results to be a real information for the stakeholders for further decision-making purposes. This finding is in line with the findings of a study conducted by Sari (2014) that an understanding of the standard and utilization of system significantly affects the report quality. Similarly, a study conducted by Sri (2019) found that the knowledge of the coder on the codification of the disease diagnosis is the factor that contributes the most in the accuracy of codefication of the disease diagnosis.

On the development of indicator 3 (collection of reporting data and tools), it was found that quality manager assistance to those in the lower level in
of the quality manager in providing information on the results of achievement to those in the lower level was a measure for the further improvement. It is in line with a study conducted by Rodiah (2018) that the success of dissemination is affected by the ability to analyze the target, and it includes identifying objectives, information needs and the implemented procedures.10

This study found that quality manager is lacking an understanding on the guidelines of data collection and reporting, and have yet to conduct a supervision and provide feedback of the result of achievement optimally. As the staffs were not able to obtain adequate information about the measures of quality improvement. This study resulted in the ability to identify weaknesses in the quality management system. This finding is in line with a study conducted by Syahputra (2018) that organization needs to conduct an identification to opportunities for self-development of the staffs and ensure that staffs attain sufficient competence to perform their duties optimally.11

This study found that the lowest accuracy level of the achievement data was at 72% and the three data have yet to reach 100% level. The results of the present study were able to identify weaknesses in the quality management system which shows that managers experience difficulty in managing the data manually, thus resulting in the duplicate data. It is in line with a study found by Ningsih et al (2019) that the development of web-based reporting system is able to identify duplicate data in reporting, so that it can improve the quality of reporting.12 Similarly, the results of the study by Rachman (2017) showed that the improvement of quality information services using electronic-based online system is able to generate accurate information and data that can be accounted for.13

This study found that assessment of data management and the assessment system are in the yellow category with a score of 2.51 from the total score of 3, which implies that the data are partially complete/available/performed. RDQA instruments are able to identify weaknesses in the quality management system, thus it can be applied and utilized to assess the quality management system in X Hospital. This is in accordance with the study conducted by Haikal (2019) that the developed RDQA instrument can be used to assess the data quality in order to support the availability of information, decision-making and further improvement measures.14

X Hospital is carrying various missions, including organizes the development of digitization of hospital services, thus they already provide allocation of a sufficient budget. The success of X

---

**Figure 2.** Global Dashboard of System Assessment

The data collection is crucial with the objective of improving the quality of the data. This finding is in accordance with the study conducted by Sulistia (2018) that monitoring and evaluation significantly affect the quality of reporting.9

In the development of indicator 5 (dissemination of the report results), it was found that the efforts
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Hospital in achieving the mission of the hospital is supported by all components of the hospital, including the readiness of human resources. This is in line with the findings of a study that the staffs are able to receive and manage the system properly when they hold a belief that the system they work on provides benefits in supporting their duties. Similarly, another study showed that the organization conduct identification to the opportunities of staffs’ self-development to perform the duties optimally.

**CONCLUSION**

An appropriate data management in quality management is crucial to produce accurate information about the quality improvement. Infrastructure in managing quality needs to be prepared thoroughly, and it requires human resources who are competent and have a high commitment to the quality improvement and patient safety.

The application of RDQA in this study articulated that the systems did not optimally run. System assessment using RDQA instruments was found to be in the yellow category with a score of 2.51 from the total score of 3.0, which indicates that the data are partially complete/available/performed. Therefore, it can be said that implementation of RDQA instrument is needed to analyze the data quality of the quality management system in X Hospital. Priority areas in the indicator 4 on the process of data management and indicator 5 on the dissemination of the results of the report should be improved. It is also suggested that the hospital management should develop a web-based reporting system, and *morning conference* needs to be optimized at each level of the quality management system.
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